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Getting started

Introduction
Congratulations on the purchase of your kien system!

In this section of the guide we will help you through the
process of setting up your system. First, we will explain
where the buttons and status lights of the various speakers
are located and what they are for. Then we will help you set
up the SUB by connecting it to your (WiFi) network.

Then we show you how to create a SUB group by pairing
the SATs with the SUB. Within the group, we will consider
the SUB, which connects to your streaming device via WiFi
or Bluetooth, to be the ‘leader’ of the group. We call the
SAT(s) 'follower(s)'.

We will also explain how to play your favorite music, how to
reconnect the SUB group to the streaming device when the
connection is broken and what to do to restore the
connection between the SUB and SATs within the SUB
group.

Note: The charger and appropriate adapter plug of each
SAT can be found on the bottom of the white styrofoam.
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SUB: Explanation of controls and light
Before you begin installing the SUB, it is good to know how to operate it, where all the inputs are, what
they are for, and what the different colours of light mean.

1. Analog inputs
Connect audio equipment using RCA
cables

2. Digital input
Connect your audio/video equipment
using a Toslink/optical cable

3. Power button
- Press once to power on the SUB
- Press once more to bring the SUB
to standby mode
- Long press to power off the SUB

4. Power cable input

5. Ethernet port
Connect the SUB to your
WiFi/Internet router (usually located
in your meter cupboard/fuse box)
using an Ethernet cable

6. Status light
On the back of the SUB is a status light that can show different colours. This light will tell you which state
the SUB is in. Below we describe what the different colours of light mean and what the difference is
between fast blinking, slowly pulsing, and constant light:

White - Initialisation/Connecting

Fast blinking white light:
The SUB is initializing after which it begins searching for a network to connect to. This
can take up to three minutes.

Constant white light:
The SUB is connected to your (WiFi) network.

Dimmed white light:
The SUB is in standby mode.

Yellow - Connecting

Slowly pulsing yellow light:
The SUB cannot connect to your network.
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Connecting the SUB to your network using the Ethernet cable
Download the kien app before you begin installing the SUB.

1. Open the kien app and indicate that you own a SUB. The next steps
are also described in the app.

2. Inside the SUB's box is an Ethernet cable. Use this cable to connect the
SUB to your router.

Note: If you have active WiFi repeaters/boosters in your home that
create a mesh network, plug the Ethernet cable into one of the
boosters to complete the installation successfully.

3. Plug the power cable into the power outlet and into your SUB.

Note that it is important that you do this only after you have plugged
the Ethernet cable into both the SUB and your router/WiFi booster.

4. The SUB turns on automatically and the status light blinks white. Wait
for 20 seconds. Then if the status light is still not showing constant
white light, repeat the steps above or contact us so we can further
assist you.

5. If the status light shows a constant white light, make the choice
whether you want to leave the SUB connected via the Ethernet cable
or connect the SUB wirelessly by setting up your WiFi. If you want to
continue using the Ethernet cable, you're now done installing the SUB.
Please continue to SAT: Explanation of controls and light.

If you prefer a wireless connection to your network, indicate this in the
app to be able to set up your WiFi in the next step.

6. In the app, click 'Select Network', then select your network and enter
your password. Then click 'Save'.

7. Next, unplug the Ethernet cable from the SUB and router/WiFi booster.

8. Restart the SUB using the power button. Long press the button to
power the SUB off, then press again to power the SUB back on.

9. Wait for 20 seconds. The status light should now be showing constant
white light. If yes, proceed to the next step. If not, you may have
entered a wrong password. In that case, go back to step 6.

10. The SUB is now connected to the WiFi network. If you want to move the SUB to another location,
proceed to the next step. If not, you are done installing the SUB.

11. Unplug the power cable from the SUB and move the SUB to your desired location in the home.
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12. Plug the power cable into the power outlet and wait 20 seconds. The
status light should now turn constantly white. If yes, go to step 14. If not,
go to step 13.

13. It looks like you are having problems with your WiFi connection. Use a
WiFi amplifier or use the Ethernet cable permanently. In the app, click
the 'Set up SUB' button and start over.

14. Now open the kien app. If the SUB appears in the app, you have
finished the installation. If not, go back to step 13.

SAT: Explanation of controls and light
The next step is to pair the SATs with the SUB. Before you begin this pairing
process, it's good to know where all the SAT's buttons are, what they are
for, and what the different colours of light mean.

1. Touch ring
The touch ring becomes active only when the
SAT is placed on its side with the bump in the
corner and the dots on the ring facing up. This
avoids unwanted playback commands to trigger
when the SAT is carried around. The audio
playback controls are as follows:

● Swipe your finger clockwise to increase
the volume

● Swipe your finger counterclockwise to
decrease the volume

● Tap once to pause/play a song
● Tap twice in quick succession to skip to

the next song
● Tap three times in quick succession to

skip to previous song

2. Power button
When the SAT is powered off:

● Press once to power on the SAT.
When the SAT is powered on:

● Press once to put the SAT in standby mode
When the SAT is in standby mode:

● Press once to take the SAT out of standby mode
● To turn off the SAT, press and hold

Since the SAT is not completely off in standby mode, the SAT powers on from standby
faster than when it is completely powered off. This affects the battery level when the SAT
is not plugged to the charger. For more information on the standby mode, see section
‘Reconnecting’ (page 10).
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3. Connect button
With the connect button you toggle between two modes: the 'Bluetooth Connect mode' and the 'Speaker
Connect mode'. In Bluetooth Connect mode you can connect the SAT to your streaming device and in
Speaker Connect mode you can connect the SAT to another kien speaker.

● Press the Connect button once to toggle between these two modes. The SAT automatically
searches for a previously paired device or speaker and attempts to connect.

● Press and hold the Connect button to enable the pairing mode within either Bluetooth Connect
mode or Speaker Connect mode.

4. Power cable input & Status light
The status light, around the power cable input, shows different colours. This indicates the status of the SAT.
Below we describe what each colour light means and the difference between fast blinking, slowly pulsing,
constant and dimmed light:

White - Initialisation

Fast blinking white light:
The SAT is thinking. This happens when the SAT is powered on
and when it is switched to a different mode

Blue - ‘Bluetooth Connect’:
SAT tries to connect with a streaming device

Fast blinking blue light:
The SAT is looking for a previously connected streaming device

Slowly pulsing blue light:
The SAT is ready to pair with a streaming device

Constant blue light:
The SAT is connected to a streaming device

Dimmed blue light:
The SAT is in standby mode

Pink - ‘Speaker Connect’:
SAT tries to connect to another kien speaker

Fast blinking pink light:
The SAT is looking for a previously connected kien speaker

Slowly pulsing pink light:
The SAT is ready to pair with another kien speaker

Dimmed pink light:
The SAT is in standby mode
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White-Pink - ‘Speaker Connect’:
SAT is connected to a SUB

Constant white-pink light:
De SAT is connected to a SUB

Blue-Pink - ‘Speaker Connect’:
SAT is connected to another SAT

Constant blue-pink light:
The SAT is connected to another SAT

Green/Yellow/Red light: Battery Level

Green: Full battery
Yellow: Medium battery charge
Red: Empty battery. Charge the SAT as soon as possible.

The battery level is displayed shortly after the SAT initializes and when the charging cable is plugged in.
The battery level is also visible in the kien app.

Pair a SAT with the SUB
Note: we recommend to plug a charger into those SATs that get a static location within your house. When
you decide to move one or multiple SATs you can simply unplug the charger(s). You can find the charger
and appropriate adapter plug at the bottom of the white styrofoam.

1. Turn on Bluetooth on your streaming device (phone, tablet, laptop, etc.).

2. Shortly press the power button once to turn on the SAT. While it is initializing,
the status light shows fast blinking white light after which the battery level is
briefly displayed with green, yellow or red.
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3. After initializing, the status light automatically starts blinking blue. Wait until
you hear a signal. This means that the SAT has finished initializing. If the status
light blinks pink, proceed to step 6.

Note: If the SAT blinks yellow-white-blue or yellow-white-pink power the SAT
off by pressing and holding the power button. Power the SAT on again by
pressing the power button once. Go through steps 2 and 3 again.

4. Open the kien app and click on the 'Add a
Follower' button. The following steps are also
described in the app.

5. Now press the connect button once. The status
light will now start blinking pink rapidly. As soon as you
hear a signal, click on the ‘Next step: Enable Speaker
Pairing’ button in the app.

6. Press and hold the connect button until you hear a signal. The status light will
slowly begin to pulse pink. Click on the ‘Next step: Pair SAT with SUB’ button
in the app.

Please note that you now have 60 seconds to perform step 7 in the app.

If the status light has turned blue again, wait for the signal and press the
connect button again so that the light turns pink again and go back to step 6.
Please note that even if a SAT is already paired and connected to a Leader
SAT (blue-pink status light) you can still pair the SAT with the SUB by using the
pairing mode (press and hold the connect button) and continuing to step 7.

7. Once the status light turns white-pink, the SAT follower is connected to the
SUB. In the app, you will see the newly added SAT listed under 'Followers'
on the SUB dashboard.

Repeat steps 1 through 7 for each SAT that you want to connect to the
leader SAT.

You have now finished installing your 2.1 or 5.1 system. Now you can start listening
to your music. Read how to stream your music in the next chapter. If you prefer to
connect audio/video equipment and amplify its audio, go to chapter 'Connecting
audio/video equipment' (page 12).
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Streaming music
Now that your system is installed, you can play your favourite music wirelessly from your streaming device.
Here's how to do it.

WiFi
Since your SUB is connected to your (WiFi) network, you can stream music over WiFi as long as your
streaming device is connected to the same WiFi network. This means that you can use Spotify Connect,
AirPlay or DLNA.

Spotify Connect
Spotify is a music app available for both iOS and Android devices. To use Spotify Connect, you need the
Spotify app and a Spotify Premium subscription. Please see the following link to learn how to select a
speaker within the Spotify app to stream your music:
https://www.spotify.com/us/connect/

iOS AirPlay
AirPlay is Apple's technology for streaming audio from Apple devices. Refer to the following link to learn
how to use AirPlay to select a speaker to stream audio from your Apple device. This can be music or video.
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT202809

Bluetooth
If you prefer to stream music via Bluetooth, you can do that too. The SUB is always
found in the list of available devices under the Bluetooth settings of your streaming
device.

Android users: select the connection with the headphone icon as shown below.
This is the correct connection for media-audio. When the pairing fails and it is
stated that an app is required to connect with the device then you selected the
wrong (Bluetooth Low Energy) connection.

Since there is a Bluetooth connection, all sound from your device will be amplified by the SUB group.
Therefore, it does not matter which app you use to play music.

Please note: we do not recommend using the Bluetooth connection to enhance the sound of internet
videos as this connection leads to a delay between image and sound.

Reconnecting
After 15 minutes of inactivity, the SUB will automatically enter the standby mode. The status light will now
show dimmed white light. The paired SATs follow their leader and immediately go to standby as well. The
SUB will remain visible as a Spotify Connect/AIrPlay/Bluetooth connection despite its standby mode. When
one of these connections is made the SUB will automatically come out of standby mode and wake up the
paired SATs, which in turn will audibly connect to the SUB. Also when you open the kien app while the
system is in standby mode the SUB will automatically turn on and wake up the paired SATs.
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As soon as you turn off the SUB or disconnect the WiFi connection on your streaming device, the SUB
group will no longer be visible in the kien app.

Reconnecting to the SUB, and thus the group, can be done in several ways depending on your situation:

● When both the SUB and the follower(s) are in standby mode
Connect to the SUB via Spotify Connect/AirPlay/Bluetooth, open the kien app or briefly press the
SUB's power button once. The SUB will automatically come out of standby mode and wake up the
paired follower SATs that will connect to the SUB automatically.

Note: if you manually put follower SATs in standby mode before the SUB is switched to standby
mode or switched off, the SATs will not automatically come out of standby mode when the SUB
comes out of standby mode or is switched on again. You will then have to bring them out of
standby manually by briefly pressing their power button once.

● When the SUB is switched off and the follower(s) are in standby mode
Briefly press the SUB's power button once. The SUB will automatically connect to your network. At
the same time, the SUB will automatically take the follower SATs out of standby mode and connect
to them.

● When the SUB and its follower(s) are switched off
Briefly press the power button of the SUB and each follower SAT once to turn them all on. The SUB
will automatically connect to your network and the follower SATs will automatically connect to the
SUB.

Once the SUB is connected to your network, the status light will show
a constant white light. From that moment on, the SUB, and thus the
SUB group, is visible again in the app.

The follower SATs will give a connection signal when they reconnect to
their SUB. The status light turns into a constant white-pink light.

Stereo or surround sound
Once you have connected two or more SATs to the SUB, each SAT can be provided with a stereo or
surround sound channel. Follow the next steps for each SAT:
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1. Open the kien app and within the SUB group click on a SAT tile.
2. Scroll to the 'Channel' section and click on the arrow to see the available channels.
3. Select the desired channel
4. Return to the dashboard. Here the channel on the tile will have visibly changed.

If you have a 2.1 system, we recommend to provide the SATs with the stereo channels 'Right' and 'Left'. This
will improve the listening experience.
If you have a 5.1 system and
want to experience your films
with surround sound, we
recommend that you position
the system around the
television and sofa as shown
in the picture on the right.
How and where you place the
SUB in relation to the
television is up to you. Make
sure the positions of the SATs
correspond to the channels in
the app.

Connecting audio/video equipment
To connect audio or video equipment, simply follow the following steps:

1. Plug an RCA cable (RCA plug) into one of the analogue pairs or plug a Toslink/optical cable into the
digital port.

2. Open the kien app and click on the SUB's tile to access the SUB's settings.
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3. Click on the arrow of the 'Input' section so that the list of available inputs opens.
4. Select the input that corresponds to the port to which you have connected a cable.
5. Then return to the dashboard. The selected input appears on the SUB's tile.

Now that your TV or audio equipment is connected and the correct input has been selected, the sound
from the equipment will be amplified over your kien system. Please note that you may need to adjust the
volume of this device on the device itself to achieve the desired volume. For example, the digital output
volume of a TV can usually be adjusted in the settings of the TV.

Note: When you want to stream music again, make sure to set the input to the default WiFi/BT/Ethernet
setting again.

Settings

General
In the kien app, you can view the settings of each speaker by clicking on its tile.

SUB
Under the SUB tile you will see the following sections:

Name
This is the name that corresponds to the name that appears under AirPlay, Spotify Connect and in the list of
available devices in the Bluetooth settings of your streaming device.

Network
This is the network to which the SUB is connected wirelessly, or with the Ethernet cable. Click on the
network section if you would like to change the network or enter your WiFi credentials to establish a
wireless connection between the SUB and the router.

If you decide to use the WiFi connection instead of the Ethernet cable, make sure that the Ethernet cable is
connected before clicking the 'Network' section. Otherwise you will not be able to access the network
settings. When the Ethernet cable is connected, press 'Network'. On the next screen select your WiFi
network and enter your password. Click on the eye to make sure you can see what you are typing. This can
prevent mistakes in your password. After pressing 'Save', the fields will become empty again. This is the
time to unplug the Ethernet cable from the SUB. Wait until the status light turns solid white. If this is the
case, then the SUB is now successfully connected to your network.
If the status light blinks, something has gone wrong. You may have entered the password incorrectly. Plug
the Ethernet cable back into the SUB and repeat the steps described above.

Input
Under ‘Input’ you can set which audio input the SUB should play. The input is set to 'WiFi/BT/Ethernet' by
default. This means that only the audio that comes in via WiFi, Bluetooth or Ethernet is amplified by the
SUB and the paired SATs. If you prefer to play audio from an analogue or digital source and have the
necessary cable(s) connected, select one of the other options.

Firmware
Under 'Firmware' you can see which firmware version the SUB is currently running. We make
improvements to our products on a daily basis, so every now and then a firmware update will be available.
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These will be visible on the SUB dashboard of the app and can be updated under this section. Please refer
to the 'Firmware update' chapter (page 16) for the necessary instructions.

Serial Number
We may ask you for this serial number in case you use our support.

Factory Reset
This section resets the SUB's network settings and restarts the SUB. After you reset the SUB to factory
settings, you will need to go through the setup again to connect the SUB to a network. The firmware
version will not be reset to the original production version.

Follower SAT
Under the tile of each follower SAT you will see the following sections:

Name
This is the hardware name corresponding to the name in the Bluetooth list of your streaming device.

Label
The 'label' shows a pre-filled number. Click on the number to change the label to your liking.

Channel
Here you will see ‘Mono’. That is the default channel of each SAT. When you have your SATs connected to
your SUB, you can choose stereo or surround channels here.

Find SAT
Click this to let the SAT play a short signal to give you an indication of its location.

Touch Ring Sensitivity
With the touch ring sensitivity slider, the sensitivity of the ring can be changed to low, medium, high or the
maximum sensitivity. The default is medium. The ring can also be switched off.

Firmware
Under 'Firmware' you can see which firmware version the SAT currently runs. We make improvements to
our products on a daily basis so every now and then a firmware update is available. These will be visible on
the dashboard of the app and can be updated under this section. See section 'Firmware update' (page 16)
for the necessary instructions.

Serial Number
We may ask you for this serial number in case you use our support.

Factory Reset
This section resets the Bluetooth settings and reboots the SAT. After you reset the SAT to factory settings
you will need to pair it with the SUB again as instructed in the section ‘Pair a SAT with the SUB’ (page 8).
The firmware version will not be reset to the original production version.

Volume
The volume settings can be found on the app's dashboard.

Master Volume
The circular volume control can be used to change the master volume of the SUB group.
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Speaker Volume
The volume sliders below the master volume control handle the individual volumes of each SAT. Each
individual control can also be found under the general settings of the corresponding speaker. The 'reset'
icon below the individual volume sliders can be used to reset all controls to 50%.

Touch Control
Under the section 'Touch Control' the volume control of the touch ring can be changed. There is a choice
between master volume and local volume. When master volume is selected, you can control the master
volume of the group with the touch ring of every SAT within the group. With local volume you only change
the speaker volume of the SAT of which you use the touch ring.

Usage Scenarios

Taking a SAT from the SUB group
If you want to take one of the SATs out of your system or simply want to play music in another room, take
one of the follower SATs. The follower can be recognised by pink light in the status light. This can be
constant white-pink (connected), dimmed pink (standby) or blinking pink (looking to connect to the leader).
For more information see section 'SAT: Explanation of controls and light' (page 6).

Perform the following steps to use a follower SAT as a single Bluetooth speaker:
● If the status light is off or shows a dim pink light, press the power button once to power on the SAT.

Wait until the SAT boots up and gives a signal. The SAT may connect directly to the SUB and the
status light will be white-pink.

● Switch the SAT to Bluetooth connect mode by pressing the connect button once. While the SAT is
initialising the Bluetooth connect mode, the status light blinks white quickly for a moment. Then
you hear a signal and the light starts blinking blue.

● If you didn't connect the SAT to your streaming device before, then press and hold the connect
button until you hear another signal. The SAT is now in Bluetooth pairing mode. The status light
starts to slowly pulse blue.

● Open the Bluetooth settings of your device and select the SAT in the list of available devices. A
connection signal follows and the status light now shows a constant blue light.

Android users: select the connection with the headphone icon as shown
on the right. This is the correct connection for media-audio. When the
pairing fails and it is stated that an app is required to connect with the
device then you selected the wrong (Bluetooth Low Energy) connection.

● If this SAT has been paired with your device before,
you don't need to activate pairing mode. While the light
blinks blue, the SAT connects automatically or by
selecting the SAT in the Bluetooth settings of your
device in the list of paired devices.

Once the SAT is connected to your device, you will be able to
see the SAT on the SAT dashboard of the kien app. To do this,
open the app and click on 'SAT >' in the top right corner of the
screen. This switches you from the SUB dashboard to the SAT
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dashboard. If you want to go back to the SUB dashboard, click on '< SUB'.

Create a SAT group next to the SUB group
To create a SAT group, you need to connect one or more follower SATs to a leader SAT (which is
connected to your streaming device via Bluetooth). First, go through the steps described in the scenario
above. Then take a second follower SAT and carry out the following steps:

Please note that the kien app can only display one leader SAT, and thus one SAT group. Multiple
streaming devices are required to control and stream to different SAT groups.

● If you succeeded in connecting your streaming device to the first SAT, take the next SAT. Again
make sure the SAT is on and in follower mode. The follower SAT will probably connect to the SUB
directly or be connected already, showing a white-pink status light. This is no problem. Please
proceed with the next step.

● Press and hold the connect button until you hear a signal and the status light slowly starts to pulse
pink.

● Open the kien app and click on 'Add a Follower' on the
SAT dashboard. Click through until you see the 'Accept
Follower' button and click on it. The follower will now
be paired with the leader. Once paired, you will hear a
connection signal and the slow pink pulsing status light
will change to a constant blue-pink light. In the app on
the SAT dashboard, the paired follower will now appear
under the SAT leader.

If you wish to reconnect a follower SAT, which is now part of a
SAT group, to the SUB, press and hold the connect button again
until the status light starts to pulse pink again. Then click on
'Add a Follower' on the SUB dashboard, click through until you
see the 'Accept Follower' button and click on it. The follower will
now be paired with the SUB again. The status light will show white-pink.

Firmware update
As soon as a firmware update is available, this
will become visible in the kien app. A yellow
bar will appear on the tiles of the SUB and
paired follower SATs that says 'Update
Available'. Start updating the SAT(s). Click on
the SAT tile and then click on the 'Firmware'
section. On the screen you will see a list of
instructions that are important to carry out
before you press the 'Update' button.

● Plug the SAT to power to prevent the
SAT from powering off during the
update.
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● Keep your streaming device close to the SAT.
● Keep the app open and leave the speaker alone during the update.

The SAT status light will switch off during the first half of the update. At the halfway
point of the update, the SAT reboots and the status light starts pulsing orange during
the second half of the update.

When the update is finished, the SAT will reboot again and the app will indicate that
the update was successful. Click on 'Done' to return to the dashboard.

When all SATs have been updated, update the SUB's firmware. Click on the SUB tile
and click on the 'Update' button under 'Firmware'. During the first half of this update,
the SUB's status light is red. After rebooting at the halfway point of the update, the
SUB's status light also starts pulsing orange.

When the screen indicates that the update has failed, the SAT or SUB automatically reboots. Wait until the
status light blinks pink again or is solid white-pink in the case of the SAT and solid white for the SUB. Then
click 'Retry Update'.

If the firmware update continues to fail, please contact us.

Specifications

SAT
Model
kien SAT

Power supply
Charger: 100-240 VAC, ~50/60 Hz. 24V, 1.5A max

Housing type
Bass reflex

Speaker drivers
● Two 2-inch mid-woofers:

The mid-woofers provide realistic reproduction of voices in the mid frequencies and deep, full
bass.

● One 1-inch tweeter:
The tweeter ensures a clear and accurate response in the high frequencies.

Amplifier
Two digital Class-D amplifiers, both with 40 W of power.

Frequency response
70 - 20,000 Hz

Wireless connections
● Bluetooth version 4.0
● Kleernet, for communication with other kien speakers
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Average power consumption
10 W

Battery play time
12 hours, at average volume

Battery charging time
2 hours to fully charge

Product dimensions (H x W x D)
200 x 200 x 70 mm

Weight
1.5 kg

SUB
Model
kien SUB

Power supply
100-240 VAC, ~50/60 Hz. 24V, 3A max

Housing type
Bass reflex

Speaker drivers
One 6,5-inch woofer:
The woofer makes the system deliver deeper and richer sound.

Amplifier
One Class-D digital amplifier with 100 W power rating.

Frequency range
35 - 120 Hz

Wireless Connections
● WiFi/WLAN 802.11 a/b/g/n (2.4GHz/5GHz)
● Bluetooth version 4.0
● Kleernet, for communication with other kien speakers

Streaming services
● Apple AirPlay
● Spotify Connect
● DLNA

Audio Inputs
● Analog: Two RCA pairs
● Digital: One time optical
● One Ethernet 10/100 Mbps
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Average Power Consumption
10 W

Product dimensions (H x W x D)
200 x 200 x 420 mm

Weight
7 kg

Important Safety Information
1. Read these instructions
2. Keep these instructions.
3. Heed all warnings.
4. Follow all instructions.
5. Do not use this device near water.
6. Clean only with a dry, soft cloth. Household cleaning or solvents may damage the finish of the kien

products.
7. Do not block the ventilation holes. Install according to the manufacturer's instructions.
8. Do not install kien products near heat sources such as radiators, heating vents, stoves, or other

appliances (including amplifiers) that produce heat.
9. Protect the power cord from being walked on, pinched, or tangled, particularly at plugs,

convenience receptacles, and the point where they exit from the apparatus.
10. Only use attachments/accessories specified by the manufacturer.
11. Unplug this apparatus during lightning storms or when unused for long periods of time.
12. Leave all maintenance to qualified kien maintenance personnel. Servicing is required when the

apparatus has been damaged in any way, such as when the power-supply cord or plug is
damaged; liquid has been spilled or objects have fallen into the apparatus; the apparatus has been
exposed to rain or moisture; does not operate normally, or has been dropped.

13. Warning: To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not expose this apparatus to rain
or moisture. The apparatus shall not be exposed to dripping or splashing. Do not place
objects filled with liquids, such as vases, on the apparatus.

14. Warning: The SAT battery should not be exposed to excessive heat such as sunshine, fire or the
like.

15. Connect only to the correct mains voltage.
16. The mains plug must be easily accessible to disconnect the power supply.
17. This device should be installed and used with more than 3 cm distance between the antenna and

your body.
18. This device should only be used indoors, when operating in the frequency spectrum 5170-5250

MHz.
19. Proper disposal of this product. This marking indicates that this product should not be

disposed of with other household wastes throughout the EU. To prevent possible harm
to the environment or human health from uncontrolled waste disposal, please recycle it
responsibly to promote the sustainable reuse of material resources.

20. To return your used appliance, use the return and collection systems.
21. Do not place open flames, such as lighted candles on or near the appliance.
22. Maximum operating temperature is 45°C.
23. The SAT's battery performs best when used at a normal room temperature of 20°C (68°F) ± 5°C

(9°F).
24. The SAT's battery cannot be serviced by the user. Contact kien support for all battery related

issues.
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